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HOW THE WHOLE PROJECT WORKS 
The $LOVE token is poised to lead the meme project space on the Solana blockchain, supported by a 
skilled and well-connected team. Details about the token's purpose are on our website.

Central to our project is the innovative NFT to Earn concept. The Lovers NFT collection aims to be a top 
PFP collection on Twitter. We strive for exclusivity, potentially supporting the floor price through team 
bids.

The collection, beyond serving as an attractive Twitter PFP, will integrate additional utilities in the $LOVE 
ecosystem, starting with the NFT to Earn model.

NFT holders get 30% of the total $LOVE token supply. With an initial FDV of $10M, that's $3M in $LOVE 
tokens. We expect the liquidity and value to rise before launch. The NFT sale is set for February 5th on 
Ovols launchpad, for a limited period.

Token distribution to NFT holders is proportional. If 1 NFT is minted, its owner gets the entire 30%. If 
more are minted, the distribution adjusts: 10 NFTs mean 3% per NFT, 100 NFTs mean 0.3% per NFT, and 
so on. Even at 10,000 NFTs, with a $10M FDV, each NFT represents $300 in $LOVE tokens, exceeding the 
minting price. This mechanism is detailed in the subsequent graph.
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FUTURE OF THE PROJECT
The project's primary goal is enduring success. Following the NFT presale, we'll promptly begin 
staking and roll out additional utilities. Our focus is on nurturing communities, forging partnerships, 
bolstering our marketing efforts, and replicating the strategies of successful meme tokens. While 
we're keeping some plans under wraps to enhance the impact of future reveals, anticipate exciting 
developments ahead.

PROJECT LAUNCH TIMELINE
 Feb 2 

Fair launch of the $LOVE token, creation of a liquidity pool on the Raydium protocol, with initial 
liquidity of ~ $500k and a starting FDV of $10M.

 Feb 5
NFT presale, minting of PFP (profile picture) collection LOVE: The Lovers NFT. During this 
presale, 30% of the total $LOVE token supply will be distributed to NFT holders.

 Feb 5-10
Gradual listing on various centralized exchanges.

 End of Feb
Gradual distribution of airdrops, start of the vesting period.

 Throughout this period
Plans include adding more utilities, such as a Casino, LOVEX (DEX), and establishing further 
partnerships and marketing integrations.


